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#2 Jazz Album of the Year - Downbeat Magazine's Readers 
Poll

"Keeping Jazz Young"- BILLBOARD

“Charismatic and immensely talented…all the chops in 
the world.” DOWNBEAT MAGAZINE

"Asian American musician Grace Kelly making a new path 
on late night television" -NBC NEWS

"Inspiring girls all over the world" - GLAMOUR 
MAGAZINE



TRYING TO FIGURE IT OUT,
Kelly’s 10th release,marks a new adventure in sound for the jazz 
prodigy, seamlessly integrating cinematic grandeur, sonic 
pop, and acoustic jazz into a thought-provoking musical 
journey. The project reflects Kelly’s evolution as a musician 
and extraordinary range as a composer, arranger, songwriter, 
and bandleader.

East Coast born and bred saxophonist, singer, and songwriter 
Grace Kelly recorded her first album at 12 years old. Grace, now 
25, is a seven- time winner of the Downbeat Critics Poll, five-

time winner of ASCAP Composers Award, and headlined more 
than 700 shows in over 30 countries including all major festivals 
from Montreux to Newport to Montreal. She has been featured in 
Vanity Fair, Glamour Magazine, NPR and CNN among others. Late 
last year Jon Batiste snagged Grace as a regular on CBS-TV’s The 
Late Show with Stephen Colbert with Jon Batiste’s Stay Human.

 In 2009, Kelly guested with the Jazz at Lincoln Centre Orchestra as 
part of Barack Obama’s inauguration celebration at the 
request of the ensemble’s director, Wynton Marsalis.

“I’m a very strong believer that jazz is about 
improvisation, and spontaneity,” Kelly once said in 
an interview. “That’s what really drew me to it, but 
I think there’s plenty of music that can fuse elements 
of jazz with its own type of sound whether it’s rock or 
pop. I’m not into ‘No, this isn’t jazz.’ I like everything 
that’s good and I encourage people to think that way.”

Videos for this release on YouTube (Grace Kelly Music)
1. The Other One
2. Blues For Harry Bosch (Mocean Worker Remix)
3. Ballad For MC
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